Avid to Present Technology Preview of SRT and Haivision SRT Hub in Production Workflows at
IBC2019
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Collaborating with Haivision and Microsoft, Avid breaks new ground by enabling news
and sports broadcasters to easily ingest from SRT Hub for cloud-based production
workflows
NEWS HIGHLIGHTS:

Avid, Haivision and Microsoft to preview on prem and cloud based workflows using Avid’s FastServe ® | Stream at IBC2019
SRT and Haivision SRT Hub enable news and sports broadcasters to cover more stories from anywhere without expensive
satellite links or fiber optics
SRT provides secure, extremely low latency connections from the field to the studio or to the cloud without buffering or
delays
Through Haivision SRT Hub, powered by Microsoft Azure, live content can be easily streamed anywhere through the cloud
BURLINGTON, Mass., Sept. 09, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Avid® (Nasdaq: AVID) today announced integrated support for the SRT (Secure
Reliable Transport) protocol, an open-source video transport protocol that provides clear, reliable live video transmission over the open Internet for
news and sports production. Avid also announced new integrations with Haivision SRT Hub, which enables intelligent live- and file-based cloud media
routing across the Microsoft Azure network over IP for cost-effective, high-quality and secure delivery into Avid cloud and on-premise editorial
workflows.
“IP has opened the door to mobile content creation and consumption, but guaranteeing quality for both creators and consumers has been a serious,
ongoing challenge,” said Ray Thompson, Director of Product Marketing at Avid. “By integrating SRT and Haivision SRT Hub, Avid will be able to
deliver on the ability to get news, sports and live content from anywhere into MediaCentral® and out to social media channels and broadcasts.”
Developed by Haivision, SRT Hub provides secure, extremely low latency high-quality live- or file-based routing from the field to the studio or the
cloud. Avid, Haivision, and Microsoft will be previewing on-prem and cloud-based workflows that leverage Haivision SRT Hub and Avid’s FastServe |
Stream to transport and ingest IP-based SRT streams from anywhere without the need for costly fiber optics or satellite links.
“News and sports broadcasters are increasingly investing in IP-based contribution to increase their ability to cover more news, events and sports from
anywhere, with the shortest lead times possible,” said Mahmoud Al-Daccak, CTO at Haivision. “Our collaboration with Microsoft and Avid highlights
how SRT Hub lets you connect broadcast ecosystem partners together into seamless workflows for reliably getting content from the field across the
Azure backbone and into an Avid news or sports workflow that is deployed on premise or in the cloud.”
"This technology preview with Avid and Haivision is another step forward that furthers production in the cloud and moves the industry closer to
end-to-end cloud production, enabling a variety of news, sports, and live event workflows,” said Sudheer Sirivara, General Manager for Azure Media at
Microsoft Corp. “Avid, Microsoft, and Haivision are accelerating the pace of innovation, making it easy to get live secure content delivered into the
cloud for Avid-powered news and sports production and distributed across the Azure network.”
Avid is a member of the SRT Alliance, a collaborative community of industry leaders and developers striving to achieve lower latency internet video
transport by continuously improving open-source SRT.
Avid will demonstrate a range of SRT MediaCentral® and FastServe® applications at IBC2019 (stand 7.B55), September 13-17.
About Avid
Avid delivers the most open and efficient media platform, connecting content creation with collaboration, asset protection, distribution, and
consumption. Avid’s preeminent customer community uses Avid’s comprehensive tools and workflow solutions to create, distribute and monetize the
most watched, loved and listened to media in the world—from prestigious and award-winning feature films to popular television shows, news programs
and televised sporting events, and celebrated music recordings and live concerts. With the most flexible deployment and pricing options, Avid’s
industry-leading solutions include Media Composer®, Pro Tools®, Avid NEXIS®, MediaCentral®, iNEWS®, AirSpeed®, Sibelius®, Avid VENUE ™,
FastServe®, and Maestro ™. For more information about Avid solutions and services, visit www.avid.com, connect with Avid on Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, YouTube, LinkedIn, or subscribe to Avid Blogs.
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